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My Sticker Album is a perfect place to put all your stickers. It's an 8 x 10 book with 24 illustrated

pages created to permanently display your favorite stickers. Have fun choosing the best spot for

your stickers. Great for ages 3-9 years old. Visit www.raemacreations.com
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I was excited when I saw this big sticker album. However, you need to read the description

carefully:My Sticker Album is an 8 x10 book with 24 colorfully designed themed pages created to

PERMANENTLY display your favorite stickers.By permanently, they mean that that you will NOT be

able to remove the stickers once they've been placed. The pages are not laminated like sticker

pages. They are merely made with copy paper with cute designs. You'd get the same effect if you

printed out some nice designs on your printer. It's a cute book, but for $11, this "sticker album" is

overpriced and somewhat misleading.

I bought this sticker book for my daughter because it seems like she has a million stickers and we

thought it would be nice to keep them organized and accessible if we needed to get any out.

Unfortunately the pages are made of regular paper and not reusable! I plan on returning this book. If

I wanted a sticker book like that, I could have made it myself!!



I was desperate to find a blank sticker album for my daughters. I'm not sure if I missed this in the

description, but the pages are just plain paper. Maybe a little heavier than copy paper, but not much

heavier. It is a colorful book and will appeal to my kids, but I thought that, for the price I paid, I'd get

a book with laminated or plastic pages.

This sticker album has several themed pages with lots of room for small to medium stickers. The

downfall is the pages are paper making it a permanent sticker album leaving the stickers unusable

for later. If you are looking for a permanent collection this is a great book but for those looking to

trade or move stickers around I do not suggest this product. I suggest carefully reading the

description as I was looking for a trading sticker book which this is not.

We just got this (for my 3 year old) and it is ADORABLE! I have looked high and low for an album

that was simple (as opposed to all the books that are themed with princess or mickey mouse, ect...),

this is just perfect and affordable. Yes the album is permanent but I am not sure why people gave

bad reviews for that when it states it in the description.

I was looking for a sticker album like I had as a kid, a place where I could put my stickers on the

page and peel them off when I wanted to use them on someone's birthday card. This was not it. You

can place stickers on the pages, but you cannot take them off again. I'm not really sure what the

purpose of this "sticker album" is, but it certainly isn't organizing and using your stickers.

Maybe I just didn't see it in the description, but I was disappointed. Because when my older girls

were younger they used to collect stickers and had sticker books that had laminated pages so they

could trade stickers, take them out and use them, ect. So when my youngest daughter wanted one

like her big sisters had this is what I went with. Very cute and adorable pages, but you cannot

remove the stickers once they are in.

I bought this for my 2 year old daughter as a place to begin collecting some of the -seemingly

thousands- of stickers she has her hands on these days.This fits the bill. The book's pages are

indeed only fairly standard weight paper, but if you don't need to remove the stickers again, it works

fine. The pages are decorated and colorful, with some pages recommended on types of stickers to

collect there (animals/farm/ocean/etc). The cover is a light glossy finish, so some durability

there.While the book I had as a child was the laminated type for easy removal, I never really did that



so didn't realize the need for this until reading other reviews. The only thing I give 4 stars for is that

the pages could have been a heavier weight for more durability, regardless of removal desire.
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